45th Dairy Industry Conference

inaugural session
Vote of Thanks
By
Secretary General, 45th DIC

would first like to thank Mr. Dilip Rath, Chairman,
NDDB, for sparing his valuable time to grace this
occasion and kindly consent to inaugurate the 45th
Dairy Industry Conference. I would like to thank
Mr. Arun Narke, who is always an inspiration for us in
Maharashtra and now is the President of IDA for his
guidance and support in organizing this event. I would
also like to thank, Dr. A.K. Srivastava, who has always
been a mentor for such events and has served as a
guide to the dairy fraternity. I would like to thank Mr.
Subhashchandra Mandge, Vice-Chairperson of IDA (West
Zone) for his presence. I would also like to thank Mr.
Arun Patil, Chairman, IDA (West Zone) for his strong
leadership and support to the team in organizing this
event. I would also take this opportunity to thank all
the vendors and associates for making this event successful
in the coming three days.
Mr. Ashwini Pandey and more than 200 exhibitors
who are present here are going to make this event
really useful, important and memorable for all the delegates
and visitors. I also want to thank “On don” services
and their associates for arranging the inaugural ceremony
and making it such a colorful event. I would like to
thank Nasco management for making this wonderful
facility available for this Conference. I thank all the
delegates, farmers and members of the dairy industry
belonging to various streams for giving such an
overwhelming response and registering and attending
this conference in such huge numbers. This is your
show,I would request everybody to enjoy this conference.
There is a cultural event in the evening-please enjoy
the conference and take sweet memories of this conference
back home.
Thank you all.
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